FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Contact: Sheila Hemphill

* Press Release *
World Wide Notary to Demonstrate at Largest Capitol Hill Tech Policy Exhibition
Demo to Illustrate Importance of eSignatures and eNotarizations on Compelling
Policy Issues
Vernon,TX, January 9, 2009 – World Wide Notary (WWN) is pleased to announce it will demonstrate its
esignature and enotarization technology, DigaSign, at the 12th Annual Congressional Internet Caucus
Advisory Committee Kickoff Technology Policy Exhibition, on January 13, 2009. The Tech Policy
Exhibition, now the largest and longest running event on Capitol Hill, will highlight some of the key pointed
issues that will continue to impact policy-making in the 111th Congress. Hands-on demonstrations of the
latest technologies in energy efficiency, authentication and verification, digital content, parental controls,
disaster response, consumer electronics and more, will help illuminate these debates and possible solutions.
WWN will demonstrate DigaSign, an Internet service to securely apply electronic signatures and
professional seals (notary, geologist, engineer etc.) to electronic documents. DigaSign takes Window’s based
documents, PDF or TIFF files and posts them to WWN’s secure servers for processing.
WWN will simulate the esigning and enotarization of mortgage documents by multiple people from multiple
locations. Also utilized will be DigaSign’s disconnected signing feature that allows documents to be securely
downloaded to a laptop and signed in a remote location and synchronized back to the WWN servers once
Internet access is available. “With the current mortgage crisis stimulating the need for large volumes of loan
modifications and refinancing, DigaSign can provide electronic means to process these loans in minutes
instead of day saving time and money to the homeowner as well as the lender”, said Sheila Hemphill, Vice
President of Sales of WWN.
“With DigaSign’s support utility, we will demonstrate the complete control and audit over a user’s access to
the system that makes DigaSign perfect for licensure governing bodies to grant or limit access to
commissioned users (notaries, engineers etc.)”, said Jason Streit, President of WWN.
Internet Caucus Co-Chair Senator Patrick Leahy will preview the technology issues that will be drivers for
Internet innovation and policymaking decisions. The goal of this annual tech exhibition is to bring cuttingedge technology demonstrations to Capitol Hill that illustrate the power and flexibility of the Internet as
medium for communications, commerce, and democracy. This event will be widely attended by Internet
industry and non-profit representatives, leading academics, and government policy staff.
“We have numerous applications where DigaSign can be beneficial to federal, state and local governments.
We are extremely flattered to be 1 of only 30 companies who were selected to demonstrate at this prestigious
event,” said Bob Rice, CEO of WWN.
The Congressional Internet Caucus Advisory Committee is a diverse group of public interest, non-profit, and
industry groups working to educate Congress and the public about important Internet-related policy issues.
For more information on the kickoff visit: www.netcaucus.org/events/2009/kickoff/.
WHEN:
Tuesday, January 13, 2009, 5:00 - 7:00 PM. Cocktails and hors d'oeuvres will be served.
WHERE:

Hart Senate Office Building, Room 902, Washington, DC
RSVP:
RSVP is appreciated for those planning to attend this event, please send an email to RSVP@netcaucus.org
or call 202-638-4370, ext. 319.

About World Wide Notary:
World Wide Notary, a privately held Texas Corporation, is a leading provider of electronic signature and
electronic professional seal technology. World Wide Notary’s technology can be utilized by any industry
needing multiple signatures and/or professional seal approvals from multiple locations. Professional seals
could be for example notaries, architects, surveyors, geologists and government officials. Pioneering
electronic signatures, as early as 1996, World Wide Notary’s management team has years of experience in
the Internet technology industry working with stringent federal mandates, such as HIPAA, E-SIGN and
state UETA regulations, regarding security and the use of electronic and digital signatures.
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Disclaimer:
Statements contained herein, other than historical data, may constitute forward-looking statements. When
used in this document, the words "estimate", "project", "intends", "expects", "believes", and similar
expressions are intended to identify forward-looking statements regarding events and financial trends
which may affect the Company's future operating results and financial position. Such statements are not
guarantees of the Company's actual results and financial positions to differ materially from those included
within the forward-looking statements and are subject to risks and uncertainties including, but not limited
to the technologies according to contractual performance criteria as well as other risks.
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